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Units 0-7

Grammar Revision: possessive adjectives/pronouns; plural nouns. Questions words.
Present simple/present continuous; adverbs and expressions of frequency; active / stative
verbs. There is/are. Object pronouns. Countable/ uncountable nouns. Some/Any .
Prepositions of time/place. Make/do. Like /dislike verbs +ing Form
What is/are... subject... like?

Functions: greetings; introducing oneself; showing interests; making a presentation.
Describing people and objects.Describing current situations and daily habits. Asking and
giving personal information Likes and dislikes. Telling the time.
Vocabulary: appearance; personality adjectives; objects and materials; cardinal/ordinal
numbers; colours; countries and nationalities;sports. Routines and free-time activities.

Grammar: Imperative; CAN, MUST and have to....L’utilizzo di should e would like to.....I’d
would like to.... What do you do? I’m a/an.....
Functions: Asking for and giving directions. Giving, accepting, rejecting advice or
suggestions. Making decisions and expressing uncertainty. Making and rejecting
suggestions.
Vocabulary: places in town; directions. Jobs. Safety warnings ( danger electricity)

Grammar: Comparatives ( majority, equality, minority) . Superlatives ( relative and
absolute). Irregular adjectives.
Functions: making comparisons; describing places and talking about distance
Vocabulary: houses: parts of houses. Personality adjectives

Grammar: Past simple of TO BE (aff.neg.inter. forms), short answers; there was/there
were. Past simple ( regular and Irregular verbs) .(aff.neg.inter. forms), short answers;
Irregular verbs ( in parte).Typical
Functions: talking about past events ; talking about dates of birth.
Vocabulary: past time expressions; everyday life in the past. Travels

READINGS

Matt’s holiday ( fotocopia)
Do it youself ( fotocopia)



A great experience ( fotocopia)
Water is life ( fotocopia)
Electricity in everyday life ( fotocopia)
The United Kingdom: London ( fotocopia)
Making a difference (fotocopia)

Culture and civilisation

The British Isles; The United Kingdom and London ( fotocopie)
https://youtu.be/F59tB1yLWNQ
https://youtu.be/WFRR0zC70-0

UDA > Ed. Civica

“Human rights and justice” (classroom)
Education will shape the future -1st part- (fotocopia)
https://youtu.be/Q5Hdx1jb8bM https://youtu.be/rtuRxEHVAgc
Mandela’s quotations (classroom)
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